South American Junior Championship

Emblematic of: Junior Champion of South America
Donated by: Yacht Club Uruguayo
Awarded to: Winning skipper and crew
Open to: All Junior Crews from South American countries in good standing with SCIRA

Regatta Conditions: “Rules for Conducting National and International Regattas” are specific instructions furnished by the International Rules Committee and approved by the SCIRA Board of Governors
1. Conducted every year, together with the South American Championship. The final standings will reflect the order of the Junior registered crews in the general standing of the South American Championship.
2. Skippers may use their own boats, however the organizing country shall attempt to provide boats for those nations who have problems with transportation.
3. The organizing country may invite as many entrants as they wish.

The schedule, dropped races and validity of this trophy is related to the ones of the South American Championship.

Trophy Responsibility and Conditions: Winner’s fleet is responsible for engraving, safekeeping an condition of the trophy and return to the following regatta.

1988  Alejandro Carluccio and Harold Meerhoff, Uruguay
       Edgardo Lozano and Juan Sparbieri, Argentina
1990  Rafael Paradeda and Fernando Alves, Brazil
       Cristobal Saubidet and Andres Onis, Argentina
1992  Ignacio Gercar, Uruguay and Andres Onis, Argentina
       Mauricio Santa Cruz and E. Siegma, Brazil
1994  Ricardo Paradeda and Eduardo Paradeda, Brazil
1996  Andre Fonseca/Pablo Furlan, Brazil
1998  Pablo Defazio/Diego Stefani, Uruguay
2000  Roberto Paradeda and Daniel Ortega, Brazil
2002  Adolfo Benavides and Federico Pierson, Argentina
2004  Victor Hector Demaison and Daniel Seixas Claro, Brazil
2005  Philipp Umpierre, Uruguay
2006  Lelio DiSanto and Isa Pavia, Argentina
2007  Mario Tinoco and Victor Mendes, Brazil
2008  Philipp Umpierre and Oliver Umpierre, Uruguay
2009  Nicolas Gieco Martina and Javier Matheu, Argentina
2010  Emanuel Aghem and Luciano Pesci, Argentina
2012  Felipe and Victor Sabino, Brazil
2013  Brenda Quagliotti and Agustin Perez Goiri, Argentina
2014  Tiago Brito and Vitor Sabino, Brazil
2015  Lucia and Bianca Tamani, Argentina